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. 5 E.g., see the House of the Chaste Lovers, Pompeii, triclin ium, west, east, and north walls (Clarke 2007, figs. 96, 105, 106 ); see also the House of the Triclinium, Pompeii, Room r, east and north walls (Clarke 2007, figs. 109,110 The composition of the catacomb banqueting scenes provides insight into how shared service could help unite assembled guests. The Christian and pagan scenes reproduced in figure 7 reveal certain spatial limi tations that restrict access to individual dishes to small groups of diners of two or three (groups A, B, and C in fig. 7 ). Despite the divisions of the banqueting groups into distinct units, the possibility remains that the cen tral group of diners (B) could serve as a bridge between the two outer groups (A and C). 1989 ,1991 Dunbabin 1991 Dunbabin ,1996 Dunbabin , 1998 Dunbabin ,2003 Ellis 1991 Ellis ,1997 Bradley 1998. The purpose of the current analysis is to identify sets of vessels within individual deposits that may then be correlated with the functional groups described above. The first defining factor is size, based on the clear delineation between small and large dishes in fig. 8 ), constituting 34% and 32%, respectively, of all dining vessels and 77% combined of all small vessels. The remaining 13% of small vessels in the Knossos assemblage consist of three different forms of bowls and shallow dishes of which not one form makes up more than 10% of the entire assemblage (see fig. 8 ).
In other words, small vessels in the Knossos dining assemblage can be categorized in terms of forms that are either common in the assemblage (here, ca. 30% of the total or higher) or forms that are uncommon in the assemblage (10% or less of all dining vessels). Comparing the sizes and the relative commonality of individual forms present in the typologically and 62Kramerl985,90-2. 63Poblome 1999. [AJA 114
Knossos, late second century C.E. travagances found in wealthy houses, writing that the uninitiated would "not know which of the dishes that have been put before you in variety, made to be eaten in a definite order, you should put out your hand to get first, or which second; so you will be obliged to cast stealthy glances at your neighbor, copy him, and find out the proper sequence of the dinner."69 Regardless of the perspective of these authors, they all empha size individual service and portions that require table sets suitable for the task, reflected by the ceramic and silver table assemblages with a large number of small personal vessels.
A defining characteristic of dining with personal ves sels is that it helps preserve individuality at the wall paintings of stibadium-like settings on the ground depict between six and seven diners eating from two or three large dishes (see fig. 7 ). Whether such scenes tru ly depict dining with shared vessels is unclear, though it is suggestive and corresponds well with ceramic Using the dimensions of a sigma table found in a Late Roman townhouse at Sardis, the dining surface associated with the stibadium setting (see fig. 3 fig. 19 ). The ratio is such that there could be an equal number of shared and side dishes in use at one time.
In the schematic arrangement of convivial dining in figure 22 , I have placed two large service vessels in the center of the dining space and arranged the side dishes and shared vessels in an alternating pattern between each of the eight diners. Each shared vessel is used by two diners, creating a dining unit. The side dishes could act as bridges between units so that the unit is expanded around the circular dining space, ul timately linking every participant in a chain of shared vessels and food (see fig. 22 
